Creating a new future in the Nederlands - with our children, for our children

“Together we are strong; we can share our concerns, dreams and aspirations.”

Syrian families & the Dutch Council for Refugees

October 2017
“Collaboration is a good idea; collaborating to support and help each other”
Facilitators Abraham, Karin, Gholam & Yezeed

“Your presence gives us the hope that we can realise a lot together”
Thanks Netherlands for everything.

I hope it always stays in peace.”
What makes us human?

- Show respect
- Smile
- Respect yourself
- Laugh with one another, not about one another
- Appreciate one another
- Listen
- Support, help
- Show empathy
- Honest

Respect, the ability to forgive, equality . . .
“Our children motivate us to build a future here”
"Imagine . . . in 20 years you have found a new home in your community, as a family, in the Netherlands. What does your ideal life look like?"